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Abstract 

In today’s highly technologic advanced trading environment traditional investors are 

no longer competing at same levels as companies using automatic trading strategies. 

Advanced technology is of significant importance in today’s trading strategies and 

has forced the trading process away from humans.   

Instead, using programed computers packed with algorithmic formulas, these robots 

can spot trends before an ordinary investor can blink, changing strategies and execute 

orders within milliseconds. Given this technological advantage firms perhaps have 

crossed the line when trying to earn abnormal return by using market manipulating 

trading strategy without any respect to traditional investors and business ethics.   

My research at hand will bring clarity to what extent this problem are related to Swe-

dish markets and discussion around upcoming market regulations and firms social 

ethics and responsibility will be made. 
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1 Introduction 

 

My thesis examines the concept of high frequency trading (HFT), HFT impact on the stock 

exchange market and how it interacts with other market participants. Investor using HFT 

and algorithmic trading are operating on daily basis in stock exchanges. HFT players are 

sending hundreds of orders every second through the electronic stock exchange with no 

intention to actually trade for unknown reasons. Often, these buy and sell prices that they 

are offering to the market are so far away from the market price that there is no way that a 

trade actually could occur. Actions taken by HFTs are largely invisible to market partici-

pants and therefore users of HFT strategies are competing on a different level than tradi-

tional investors (Madrigal, C. 2010).  

The financial market has changed rapidly over the last 25 years, nowadays electronic tech-

nologies intensely supports exchanges, brokers and dealers that executes trades. In 2010, 

HFT firms accounted for 60-73% of all the equity trade volume in U.S., to be compared 

with approximately 38% in EU and about 5-10% in Asia. In the United States today HFT 

firms are accounted for 56% of all equity trades (Lati, R. 2013).  

Algorithmic trading (AT) can be explained as an investment strategy at where stocks are 

traded by programmed computers and hold for short time periods,   

usually no longer then a second or sometimes milliseconds (Tse et al, 2012). Algorithmic 

trading is widely used by hedge funds, for speculative profits, and by institutional inves-

tors, for well-organized implementation of large orders.   

The development of technology has over the last decade changed how markets operates. 

Humans on an exchange floor conducting trades are no longer efficient. Instead, firms pu 

their trust in computer algorithms that receive, analyze and automate the trading process 

referred as AT trading (Beunza el at. 2013). The introduction of high speed communication 

networks and computerized trading systems also allows dealers to better attract and serve 

their clients. The problem caused by an more automated trading environment have been 

highly discussed during the last couple of years, addressing the problem created by high 

frequency and algorithmic trading strategies, both on national level by the competent au-

thority and by the EU-commission, European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) 

and Market abuse directive (MAD). 
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1.1 Background  

 

History 

Computer trading, high frequency trading, algorithmic trading and automated trading are 

all complex instruments to fully understand, they are the result of the increased technology 

development which have changed how the financial market operates, during the last dec-

ade.  

High frequency trading (HFT) and Algorithmic trading (AT) are both a subset of Automat-

ed trading (AUT), however the difference between AT and HFT is described as follows: 

HFT determine on short timeframes whether and when to trade, the size, which security 

and whether to buy or sell. Then general aim is to be flat at the end of the day and to be 

profit maximizing, with full discretion on the trading strategy (Tse et al, 2012). 

AT instead focusing on the execution performance, through given explicit instruction to 

sell or buy a security on behalf of a client or investor. AT aims to minimize trading costs 

for the end user and has no discretion on the security (Tse et al, 2012).   

Debates about if they should be ban or at least have some restrictions have become  

major questions for the world’s financial regulators.(Ross et al, 2012) Critical voices have 

risen since, markets tend to act irregular and dramatically stock swings occur when inves-

tor tries to outperform the market. The overwhelming problem with high frequency trading 

is that it could disadvantage other investors, and resulting in adverse selection might re-

duce market quality (Jones, 2013).  

The history of Wall Street, and equity trading was fairly straightforward; buyers and sellers 

gathered on exchange floors and bargained until they had a deal. Later, in 1998, Securities 

and Exchanges Commission (SEC) approved electronic exchanges to  participate with mar-

ketplaces as the Wall Street in New York (Duhigg, C. 2009).   

The intention was to open the market for anyone with a desktop computer, but as new 

marketplaces have developed, PCs were unable to keep track with Wall Street’s  

computers. 
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Preprogramed computers using powerful algorithms, executes millions of orders within a 

couple of seconds and simultaneously observes dozens of private and public marketplaces. 

These robots can spot trends and before an ordinary investor can blink, changing strategies 

and execute orders within milliseconds (Duhigg, C. 2009). 

The use of high frequency trading at the Swedish stock exchange (Nasdaq OMX) began in 

February 2010, and the trade volume from HFT firms accounted for 30% of the total vol-

ume in Aug 2011 and 26% in Feb 2012 (Tse et al, 2012).  In the United States the devel-

opment has been much more dramatic, today HFT account for 56% of the activity in the 

US market to be compared with around 38% of the total volume in European markets 

(Ross el at, 2012). 

In the being of 2000, HFT still accounted for less than 10% of all equity orders, but this 

would soon change due to rapid growth. The total trading volume growth grew by 164% 

between 2005 and 2009 and according to NYSE this is a result for which HFT might be 

accounted (Duhigg. 2009). In the first quarter of 2009, the total assets under management 

for hedge funds supported by HFT strategies were 141$ billion, down approximately 21% 

since the peak of the crises (Curran and Rogow, 2012).  

In the U.S. HFT firms accounts for 73% of the total equity orders volume, but HFT firms 

represent only 2% of the approximately 20,000 operation firms in U.S. today, (Aite Group 

Survey) the largest HFT firms are Getco LLC, Citadell LLC Knight Capital Group and 

Jump Trading.  

 

HFT as a percentage of total European turnovers 

  

       Tabb group, 2007-2012 
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For Years, HTF firms have traded in the shadow, trading stocks at speed of light and  

receiving billions in profits while criticism increases substantially, that HFT dampened the 

markets and hurting ordinary investors. An HFT trader uses their robots to outperform oth-

er investors by distributing and canceling trade orders almost simultaneously. Loopholes in 

market regulations give high speed investors a glimpse of how other investor’s trade. There 

are several positive effects related to High Frequency Trading as well, such as more liquid-

ity in the market and HFT led to a more fragmented trading environment.  

 

1.2  Purpose 

 

The idea behind this thesis is to investigate the use of HFT in the Swedish market and shed 

light on how HFT interacts with the market. More specifically, this thesis’s result will 

show a qualitative data questionnaire targeting different institutions’ and banks’ opinions 

regarding the use of HFT, the unfair competition it might imply and market manipulative 

situations that it might create. Discussion regarding if authorities regulations are working 

sufficiently and how to reestablish confidence in market will also be provided.  

 

1.3 Methodology and Data 

 

This master thesis in finance is a descriptive and analytical qualitative study where I main-

ly use academic papers and previous literature. Through a qualitative approach explore 

different perspectives and interpretations in order to gain deep understanding of issues, 

instead of only seeking a single objective truth (Hammell, 2002). Further, I will use a her-

meneutic approach which is commonly used for interpreting written   

information, but also for understanding human practices, situations and events (Crotty, 

1988). Combining a range of methods in a single study is a common practice to fully  

investigate all aspects of research questions.   

Hermeneutics proved to be a flexible and understanding strategy to combining methods to 

create understanding a deep understanding of the research issue (Von Zweck, 2008).  
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There is not a significant amount of academic paper within my field of topic; hence, I will 

use articles from reliable sources together with the few, but important academic paper and 

master thesis. Further, I try to get a clear and consistent overview of the international de-

bates and upcoming international regulations regarding high frequency trading that may 

affect Sweden in the future. Analysis will be drawn based on interviews, together with 

main findings from previous literature and theory. To investigate the specific problem of 

market abuse and market manipulation I interview specific people who I believe can create 

external value and information to my thesis.  

I perform a qualitative questionnaire about how different institutions and bank perceive the 

use of HFT and unfair competition that it creates, taking three aspects into account, inves-

tors trying to receive abnormal profits, Swedish current regulations and also traditional 

investors who might feel that they do not compete at the same level as high frequency trad-

ers.  

 

 

1.4 Delimitations 

 

High frequency trading is widely spread within different fields of trading, such as stock 

market, currency trading and different rates of return. My investigation will only be  

applicable on stock exchange markets and leaving other markets untouched, such as ex-

change markets. My research will not attempt to cover and explained different algorithmic 

trading, which increase or decrease volatility in the Swedish stock exchange, neither any 

empirical studies of data from different stock exchange will be included in my investiga-

tion. 

I am not able to investigate all relevant persons and regulatory institutions regarding high 

frequency trading; also it’s hard to only choose to investigate the Swedish market since 

high frequency trading is not that widely spread in our market.   

Instead at hand, focusing on the problem of high frequency trading itself and following the 

recent debates of its effects or not being on other markets, also many discussions regarding 

these problems is based on studies carried out in other stock exchange places. 
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2 Literature Review and Theory 

 

2.1 High frequency trading changed global markets 

 

In a recent article released by Ross et al, (2012) the change in the global market is de-

scribed as follows.   

Nowadays, trades come in electronic pulses, capital is unleashed in hollow spaces, packed 

with computers running at full speed and chilled by “air-conditioner”.    

Today, human beings are out of the game, instead, fund managers, traders and investment 

banks put all their trust in the hands of complex algorithms managed by computers, with 

limited human involvement.   

Experts say that HFTs has decreased transaction costs and brought activity and liquidity to 

stock exchange places, however, HFT has also played a central role in many shocking US 

market collapse (Jones, 2013). Computers are competing against each other, and against 

the whole market, executing millions of small, speedy trades, which all yields a tiny return.  

The smallest interruptions can be the difference between profit and loss. Detecting market 

abuse is gradually becoming trickier and trickier for regulatory institutions.  Today’s mar-

ket is manipulated and accidents occur (Tse et al, 2012). The new groups of financial lead-

ers are quantitative programmers, writing complex algorithms that HFT relies on. These 

algorithms use different strategies to hunt down profits. Computers are seeking stocks that 

are rising, to cash in at ones. One feared algorithmic is, the behavioral algorithms, they 

search for signs that investors are potential buyers of a specific share, HFT`s algorithms 

then purchase the share and then sell it to the original potential buyer for a fraction higher 

spot price (Ross el at, 2012).  

  

There are several practices that can be categorized as market abuse: tactics such as quote 

stuffing, smoking and layering are the most commonly used. American regulators have 

sanctioned at least one firm (LLC) for their HFT strategy (Prewitt, 2012). European poli-

cymakers are currently debating whether to, or not impose several new regulations on 

HFT.   
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The problem is, to clarify whether HFT harms the European markets or not.   

Many studies are custom-made by Investment banks that use HFT strategies or firms who 

have HFT firms among their clients (Ross et al, 2012). There are some technical barriers to 

investigating HFTs impact on trades and markets. Dataset are complex, massive and dis-

tributed across countries and multiple trading platforms.   

 

The lack of evidence about HFT`s benefits or downsides has made politicians anxious. 

They are proposing and planning to take hard measures on HFT, which include forcing 

HFT to trade in all different market conditions (Jones, 2013). An HFT experts at the finan-

cial crisis observatory state the possibility that HFT could led to crashes as follow: we be-

lieve it has in the past, and can be expected to do so more and more in the future (Ross et 

al, 2012). Traditional investors, such as pension funds managers, believe that the domi-

nance of HFT in equity markets means that they are being put in an unfavorable position. 

The critics of HFT, state that, behavior seeking algorithms makes it harder for institutional 

investors and pensions funds to trade large blocks without being detected by computers.  

Traditional investors and pensions fund managers today knows that once they have begun 

to trade a large position they will be spotted by computer algorithmic, which may then suc-

cessfully front run the trade. 

This problem, forces fund managers to buy and sell smaller quantities in an effort to hide 

their intension of what they are about to do, resulting in higher transactions cost. 

Since HFT becomes more important every day, ordinary market participants are required 

to invest in trading technology to keep track with HFT traders, which also leads to excess 

costs. The increased importance of HFT have effected traditional investors in more than 

one way, pushing traditional investors away from mainstream exchanges, and instead trad-

ing at dark pools, handled by brokers, where shares are traded secretly. 
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Dark liquidity pools. Dark liquidity pools are private alternative  

trading systems or platforms. Prices aren't published, and participants 

can make anonymous trades faster and at a lower cost than they can on a 

public exchange. Most dark-pool transactions are between institutional 

investors, including mutual funds and hedge funds, which trade in large 

volumes. Their interest in anonymity is either because they want to protect 

the privacy of their investment choices or because they fear a major  

transaction could move the markets by triggering copycat trading  

(Dictionary of financial terms, 2008). 

 

In United Kingdom, trading volume in dark pool has almost tripled in the last years 

(Ross et al, 2012).  This change in market places to dark pool trading is raising a couple 

of concerns, it is more expansive, and it affects markets transparency and making it 

harder for investors to gather prices.  

This rise in dark pool trading places and the problems noticed when dealing in open ex-

changes add to a sense that the open market exchange are no longer working and are be-

ing separated from their original purpose. We have to establish financial markets that  

make sense for the society and also for the whole economy. This means for example to, 

abandoning practices that only can be benefited by HFT investors, and instead encour-

aging markets to support and serve the end-users. (Ross et al, 2012).Criticism and over-

all views of HFT in Europe are that it harms the market more then it gain; there is a 

broad support of forcing HFT investors to trade in all different market conditions (Ross 

et al, 2012; Jones, 2013). Perhaps, at this stage in time, it’s only advanced algorithm 

that can predict the future of HFT (Ross et al, 2012).  
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2.2 Flash Crash 

 

On the 6 of May, 2010 a major event took place, which for decade will be debated about 

and discussed when talking about technological breakthrough and High Frequency  

Trading, this event is called, the Flash Crash. The U.S security and exchange   

commission (S.E.C) started to worry in the beginning of 2009, when realizing through  

investigation that firms with billions in profit need tighter controls, and opponents  

begun to wonder whether their technological weapons gave the an unfair advantage over 

ordinary investors.   

These suspicions rose after the 6 of May, 2010 when just before 3 o`clock, the stock mar-

ket went absolutely crazy. In less than a quarter, The New York stock Exchange dropped 

600 points, leaving the loss for today nearly 1000 points. Just a few minutes later the 

NYSE bouncing back nearly 600 points. (U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission, 2012) 

some media blames HFT for driving the market down (Krudy, E. 2010). 

 

        WSJ Market Data Group 

This event is one of the most traumatic moments in Wall Street history. This Flash crash 

was the first sign for people outside financial circles how much technological improve-

ments have changed the financial markets.  

A survey released by the Market strategies international in June, 2010 reported that more 

than 80% of U.S trade advisors believe that “overreliance on computer systems and high-

frequency trading” were the main providers to the radically volatility observed on May 6 

(Kirilenko at el, 2011). 
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Somewhere around 2:30 p.m. Waddell & Reed, a US based management and financial 

firm, started to execute a massive sell program of 75,000 E-mini contracts (Menkveld & 

Yoeshen, 2013). Generally, a sell program of that size would not be executed at once, but 

rather spread over a couple of hours. HFTs were the first buyers of the first set of sell or-

ders, and taking a temporary long position. Thus in this stage it were HTFs and intermedi-

aries that provided liquidity to the market (Kirilenko et al, 2011). 

Just a few minutes after they bought the set of contracts sold by fundamental seller, HFTs 

began to aggressively sell contacts to reduce their assets pool. At this stage HFTs were no 

longer a provider of liquidity, instead they competed for liquidity with the selling program.  

The total HFTs volume increased rapidly just before and under the Flash Crash.  

As E-mini prices rapidly fell and many traders were unable to submit orders and HFTs 

repeatedly bought and sold to each other generating an effect called hot potato. HFTs trad-

ed 27,000 contracts during this period, which made up for around 50% of the total trading 

volume.  E-mini fell about 1, 7% and at 2:45 a trading pause were automatically activated 

in the E-mini. Opportunistic buyers started to execute buy orders which lead to a strong 

recovery in prices. HFTs traders continued their strategy of quick selling and buying con-

tracts, while more than half of the intermediaries left the market.  

The slowdown in the U.S. and concerns about European sovereign debts motivated the 

selling, and the flash crash intensified investors fear. A total of more than $2 billion in in-

dividual stop loss orders were executed during the flash crash (Brandon R. Rowle, 2010). 

This is only one of many example of what could happened when computers gone wild. 
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2.3 High Frequency Trading manipulation strategies 

 

In this section, I highlight and explain the intentions with the most commonly used HFT 

strategies, that might be used to manipulate and abuse the market. Due to the Swedish 

Financial institutions report released in 2012 the most common strategies in the Swe-

dish markets are:   

 

2.3.1 Spoofing 

 

Spoofing or phantom bids is an illegal strategy in which investors take a long position on a 

security and place an anonymous buy order for that security through an electronic commu-

nications network (ECN) and immediately cancels it without filling in the order. This strat-

egy tends to drive prices up for a given security. Since other investors following the market 

intensively will place their buy orders to purchase what seems to be a hot stock. Investors 

later close their long position by selling the security at a new higher spot price (Solomon, 

2012).  

2.3.2 Quote stuffing 

Quote stuffing is a tactic of entering and withdrawing a large amount quickly in order to 

fill the market with information that competitor has to process, causing them to lose the 

competitive advantage in HFT (see Appendix 1). This tactic is made possible by HFTs 

programs that  allow traders to execute market action in extraordinary speed. This tactic 

is mainly used by large players and market makers, since it requires a direct link to the 

exchange venue in order to be effective (Solomon, 2012). 

2.3.3 Momentum ignition or layering 

Momentum ignition (MI) is the trading strategy that intentions are to trigger several other  

investors to quickly take actions from information which in turn would cause a price 

movement (Can also be explained as: spreading false rumors in the marketplace).  
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The instigator of the momentum ignition can profit from taking a preposition or by ladder-

ing the book, if knowing that the price is likely to revert after the initial rapid price move-

ment, and trade out afterwards. MI does not affect market within a blink of an eye, but the 

initial instigator of MI benefits from a fast reaction time. Generally, the instigator takes a 

position as a preposition; attracting other investors to trade aggressively in response, caus-

ing a shift in price, then trades take place. There are a number of variations of this strategy, 

However, the common purpose for all the strategies are to falsely generate an situation 

where there is more demand of supply in the market for specific assets than really exist, 

and later make profit from this price manipulation (Solomon, 2012). 

 

2.4   Ethical decision factors 

 

When talking about business ethics and social responsibility and fairness is of significant 

importance for firms to take into consideration in order to make an ethical decision. 

Equality and fairness is a vital basic to accurately analyze the difference between humans 

and computers ethical decision making (Boatright, 2010). To gain deeper knowledge and 

understanding of how ethical or unethical decisions are taken I will also analyze decision 

models and behavioral models. 

2.4.1 Fairness and Equality  

 

The actions of individuals, trading rules and trading practice of institutions and organiza-

tions, regulations and public policies may all be evaluated in relations to fairness. They 

may also be addressed in terms of moral criteria, such as, impact on welfare, equality and 

liberty. To be treated fairly is to be treated similar to other with respect to agreement, rec-

ognized expectation, or rules. For example, a person may be treated unfairly when failing 

to give the same benefits to one person as was given to another in a similar situation (Boat-

right, 2010).  
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Companies monitors and assesses performance through the use of knowledge and stand-

ards in the records. Firms make financial statements to uncover information that is im-

portant for investors. Financial regulations, practices and rules are not only used to guide 

the behavior of owners and managers, they also determine how counselor, equity trader 

and accountants should behave. Assumptions are usually made that, rules and regulations 

in financial community is to assess the degree of fairness/equality and efficiency (Boat-

right, 2010). 

 

 

2.4.2 Responsible investment  

 

Responsible investment (RI) is an investment in the sense that in addition to the financial 

aspects, investors return, hold, or dispose of companies shares on the basis of social, envi-

ronmental and governance factors as well as ethical factors, RI is commonly referred to as 

socially responsible investing or ethical investing. One of the key features of RI is to en-

courage of long term perspective in investments. Simply because of social and ethical is-

sues (Boatright, 2010; Guay et al, 2004; Bauer et al, 2005). 

 

2.4.2.1 National Governments and Stock exchanges  

 

Improving the growth of social responsibility investment (SRI) around nations have been 

initiatives by government and national stock exchanges to promote corporate social re-

sponsibility, along with the development of SRI indexes by private parties  (Boatright, 

2010). One major barrier of the implementation of SRI in the equities market is the lack of 

data on the corporate social responsibility (CRS) record of publicly traded companies. 

Governments have taken actions to encourage and even order increased CRS disclosure 

(Boatright, 2010). The Swedish government mandated that companies with state ownership 

report on their CSR records must follow the guidelines developed by the Global Reporting 

Initiative. 
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RI research firms around the world have created indexes, listing companies they believe fit 

several criteria for responsible investors. ORSE (2007) list several of such indexes, includ-

ing those developed by Dow Jones,  KLD Research & Analytics and SAM Group. These 

indexes act as basis for several of financial products (Boatright, 2010). 

 

2.4.3 Competitive Advantage 

  

One of the challenges of globalization is the harmonizing of competing objectives such as 

business ethics and competitive advantage according to Parker (1998). To get a clear view 

of this problem we must at hand understand the sources of competitive advantage in auto-

mated trading (HFT) identified in perking’s et al (2009). 

1. “Strategic Creativity or differentiation”: from en empirical view, the ability to 

observe opportunities in markets that is unobserved by human traders or other 

firms.   

2. “Quantitative Improvement”: the capability of taking actions of profitable op-

portunities through more comprehensive forecasting models and order man-

agement techniques and valuation, 

3. “Optimization and Data Cleaning”: the capability to discover profitable strate-

gies by manipulating and repairing financial optimizing signals and data. 

4. “Order execution speed”: The capability to adapt and react faster to market 

movements than other market participators.  

5. “Cost minimization”: the ability to execute strategic trading strategies cheaper 

the other competitors.  

6. “Rapid Model Deployment”: The capability to monitor trading system research 

and advancements in projects leads to the possibility to quickly deploy systems 

on technological platform.  

7. “Trading system Portfolio Management”: the capability to allocate capital 

across several working trading systems, and to always be updated on develop-

ment and research regarding new systems.  

8. “Defect Minimization (or Quality)”: Defects as software bugs and holes in trad-

ing logic do not only reduces market return, but also the confidence in the or-

ganizations ability to succeed.    
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As seen above there are several sources of competitive advantage tied to the use of 

HFT, and the most significant for HFT is the order executions speed where HFT players 

have a main advantage over ordinary investors. Authorities need to fully evaluate to 

what extend these advantages can be used to manipulate and abuse the market. 

 

2.4.4 Regulation  

 

In the United States, regulations have addressed the ethical problems raised by market ma-

nipulation of automation. The regulations of the Commodity Future Trading Commission 

(CFTC) and SEC have expressly prohibited market manipulating. However, no definitions 

of manipulation are made and exchanges and courts are left to make their own definition of 

manipulation. Governments and exchanges ban specific intentional strategic manipula-

tions, such as ; late trading by fund managers, front running and pumping-and-dumping 

(Kyle and Viswanathan, 2008). Regulation have excluded or may exclude some intentional 

automation trading tactics from the market, the most important of these are quote stuffing 

and spoofing (see 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). The most extensive regulation of electronic markets in 

US is Reg. National Market System (NMS) released by SEC. The rules concerned order 

protection forcing traders and brokers to route client orders to the execution venue publish-

ing the best prices, not the venue with fastest execution or greatest reliability. 

2.4.5 Ethical Responsibility in automated trading  

 

Questions are raised of ethics in financial services and financial markets focus on profes-

sional responsibility of money managers, traders and investment advisors, who must fol-

low code of ethics of their respective professions as well as to follow the regulations, made 

by governmental and exchange rules. In today’s automated trading environment intermedi-

aries are computerized agents in an computerized global mechanism. Since, automation is 

an interdisciplinary tool; firms should take organizational responsibilities to external stake-

holder into consideration. The shift to automated trading puts pressures on NYSE, 

NASDAQ, CME and even the off-exchange execution venues to increase their ethical re-

sponsibilities.  
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The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FIRA) and its members are frequently exam-

ining and assessing their industry-wide responsibility to create an ethical environment, 

develop fair market climate, and conduct themselves in a way that eventually benefits soci-

ety and helps to create confidence in the markets. There is no single code of ethics address-

ing firms or the industry’s responsibilities to other investors and external stakeholders in 

this new markets of automated finance. Since, automated trading is complex, no one is able 

to fully understand all quantitative methods, all advancements in technologies or every 

single strategy that can or might create competitive advantage (Davis et al, 2012). 

2.5 High Frequency trading in The Swedish market 

 

Background 

During 2011 The Swedish financial institution (FI) released an report investigating high  

frequency trading (HFT) and algorithmic trading (AT) in the Swedish stock exchange. The 

report consisted of two parts; the first part highlights the Swedish industry’s opinion of AT 

and how Swedish participants have perceived it to impacted on trading.  The second part 

highlights the emergence and spread of HFT and lists current researches and debates (FI-

Report, 2011).  

Summary of companies view and current research 

Swedish participators on the financial markets believe that the effects of HFT and AT are 

limited (FI-Report, 2011). Overall, some indications are made that liquidity have depreci-

ated and that markets today are more volatile than before, however, these changes can be 

explained by a number of factors and cannot be explained only by the emergence of high 

frequency trading. Even if the effects of trading are small, there is still significant fear 

about market abuse. The majority of the participants in the survey expressed fear that many 

of the HFT players used their strategies to manipulate and abuse the market. The whole 

financial market are currently facing a lack of trust, and people feel that market abuse are 

more frequently used today as a result of the complexity to identify the abuse, and the in-

creased number of trades and orders (FI-Report, 2011).   

Researches shows that HFT effect on financial stability is still limited. The high complexi-

ty and technologically progressive environment can create uncertainty on the market and 

volatility may rise as a result of this.  
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The overall view of the risk associated with HFT are relatively small, instead they state 

that there are risk linked with poorly designed algorithms that might create long-term con-

sequences for participators in the market (FI-Report, 2011). 

 

The Results 

FI Used 2 surveys in order to bring clarity and to identify the current opinions from inves-

tors on the Swedish market with specifically regard HFT and AT on the Swedish equity 

market. 10 Swedish banks and investment firm listed on the Nordic Stock Exchanges and 

14 large Swedish institutional investors participated in the survey (FI-Report, 2011). 

Summary of the survey 

Only 3 out of a total of 24 stated that they used HFT strategies, however 20 companies 

answered that they use several types of algorithmic in their operations.  

One of the most important finding from the FI report were that; 22 companies assumed that 

unfair strategies related to HFT and algorithmic trading are currently existing on the mar-

ket. The most common strategies were quote stuffing, layering, monitor ignition and last 

second withdrawal.  

 

                                     

    Source: FI-Report, 2011. 
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A majority of the companies that participated answered that volatility has changed but that 

it’s impossible to only blame HFT. Several of the companies stated that liquidity has de-

creased as a result of the fragmentation of the market, but also due to smaller tick size.  

The changed financial equity market, including deteriorated liquidity and more disconnect-

ed trading, have forced larger transactions to instead be carried out on alternative venues 

such as on dark pools market.  The survey demonstrate that trading in dark pool is common 

among investors on the Swedish markets since it gives the trader or firm an opportunity to 

make large transactions without significant market impact. 

7 of the 10 banks and investments firms answered that they use algorithms as a trading 

strategy and also in order to support the execution of trades.   

Further, 5 of these firms also state that algorithms are present in 50-60% of their property 

trading. 2 of these 10 companies state that HFT account for a significant portion of their 

proprietary trading (Fi-Report, 2012). 

Seven of the ten banks and investment firms offer Direct Market Access (DMA) to their 

clients. A Majority of these firms answered that the opportunity of using HFT via DMA is 

small and that DMA is to slow for HFT (FI-Report, 2012). 

13/14 of the institutional investors firm answered that they use algorithms, mainly through 

DMA, but that trading via agent’s algorithms also occurs. More than 50% of the companies 

state that they use algorithms to a significant degree and that their use of AT represents 

around one third of total flows. The Use of HFT and sponsored access (SA) by insurance 

companies and hedge-fund manager is small. Only 1/14 institutional firm answered that 

they uses HFT in its operations (FI-Report, 2012). 

Relevant survey questions  

- “Do you believe that unfair trading strategies are present that are related to al-

gorithmic trading or HFT? Have you observed trading patterns that potentially 

could be market abuse, or could be classified as market conduct misbehavior?” 

(FI-Report, 2012). 

9/10 firms thought that unfair trading strategies  related to HFT or AT are currently present 

in the market, mainly quote stuffing, spoofing/layering, momentum ignition and last sec-

ond withdrawal.  
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3 of these firms add, however that the phenomenon of market manipulation has been used 

for a long time and we cannot only blame HFT and algorithmic trading strategies for that. 

(FI-Report, 2012). 

- “Do you believe that the current market supervision systems adequate for identi-

fying and preventing market abuse? How large is the need for coordinated su-

pervision to prevent the improper influence of prices between marketplaces?” 

(FI-Report, 2011). 

One effect from MiFID is the fragmentation of trading, requires heavy investments in re-

sources for market supervision is needed (FI-report, 2012). All of the firms believed that 

the current market supervision is ineffective and that extensive market regulation is needed 

to identify market abuse. Some firms express the need for independent supervision, other-

wise it might be a conflict of interest if the stock exchange must control their own clients. 

(FI-Report, 2012). 

- “Do you view it to be problematic that some investors are moving their transac-

tion to other venue, such as dark pools, or changing their trading behavior in 

other ways? Are you experiencing any problem with algorithmic trading or 

HFT, and do you view there to be a need for measures related to these phenom-

ena?” (FI-Report, 2012). 

50% of the firms answered that changes on the markets, such as removal of trading lots, 

fragmentation, diminishing tick-size and technological improvements may have contribut-

ed to both the awareness of liquidity problems and the occurrence of HFT.  

6 of the 10 surveyed firms answered that dark pools fill a need for investors by making it 

possible to executing large transaction without affecting the market.  However, they also 

commented that transparency drops when trading in dark pools increases. Only 2 firms 

believe that all actors, including HFT should be regulated. They also brought up the de-

mand of a market place were all actors’ trade at same connection speed.  Some firms men-

tioned the need for a minimum amount of time that an order must be in the order system, a 

so called resting period (FI-Report, 2012).   
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“Consequences of trading moving to dark pools?” (FI-Report, 2012).  

2 large firms stated that even if trading in Dark Pools is positive for the investors involved, 

it can be seen as negative for the whole market, and in particular for the Swedish stock 

exchange (FI-Report, 2012). The fact that investors shift to trading in dark pools decreases 

the transparency along all of the stage of trading and the lower visible liquidity harm mar-

ket price discovery (FI-Report, 2012). 

A number of Firms explained that brokers try to make even smaller transactions in Dark 

Pools, or have returned to trading through telephone, mainly to escape HFT. This is a ma-

jor concern for many of the firms, that the stock exchange dangers losing its role as a pro-

vider of risk capital and as a well functioned market place (FI-Report, 2012). 

Microstructure of the market 

Viewpoints regarding volatility protection, also known as circuit breakers, are common. It 

is of significant importance that the rules regarding circuit breaker are the same on all of 

the marketplaces. If the rule were different, they would not accomplish their function, and 

it would be possible to take advantage of the fact that different market places have differ-

ent rules, for example by intentionally triggering a trading break (FI-Report, 2012). 

 

2.6 Evidence from research on the effects of algorithmic trad-

ing and HFT on market quality 

 

High frequency trading and algorithmic trading are highly discussed and questions are 

raised if they harm the market or create some positive attributes to markets. Some say that 

algorithmic trading and high frequency trading, if not create, at least increases volatilities 

in the market. Other say, that the effects of this kind of activity increases liquidity and in-

stead decreases volatility or at least leaves it unchanged (ESMA, 2011). 

Since most of the researches in this specific field analyze markets such as the north Ameri-

ca market, German markets and Great Brittan markets, theories and result should therefore 

be carefully interpreted and not necessary direct linked to Swedish markets.  

During recent years, researches have been made regarding high frequency and algorithmic 

trading’s impact on the market, I will give you a glimpse of the main findings below. 
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2.6.1 Effective trading costs 

 

One highly influential article by Hendershott, Jones & Menkveld, (2011) studies the New 

York stock exchange during a 5 year timeframe from   

2001 – 2005. Hendershott el at (2011) states that algorithmic trading (AT) revolutionized 

the way financial assets are traded. Nowadays every step from order to venue and back are 

highly automated, decreasing the involvement of people and intermediaries.  

By cutting the transaction process, the friction and cost of trading also reduced, enabled 

technology to be more efficient risk sharing, facilitate hedging, prices more efficient and 

improved liquidity, which all contributed to reduction of the cost of capital. The AT ac-

counts for 73% of the total trading volume in the United State during 2009. (SEC, 2009)  

Hendershott et al, (2011) result suggested that AT have decreased the cost of trading and 

increased the formativeness of quotes Hendershott el at, (2011). Further, they stated that 

AT have improves liquidity for large cap stocks, due to tighter spread and that price dis-

covery through algorithmic have become more reliable and supplies more information. 

However, that is not the case for small cap stocks, but it can be explained by a lack of sta-

tistical power according to the authors. 

The introductions of AT have also increases the amount of price discovery that occurs 

without trading, indicating that quotes become more efficient. The author also states that 

even if AT seem to have positive effects on liquidity and price discovery, it is unclear 

whether this is also the case in turbulent market conditions, as providers of liquidity 

through algorithms, can cease when market run sharply downwards. 

Hendershott and Riodan (2009) use stocks from deutsche Börse during the first 13 days of 

2008, finding that automatic trading (AUT) provides liquidity for 50% of the traded vol-

umes, but AT also demanded liquidity in 52% of volume traded. Thus the result shows that 

AT demand more liquidity then it creates. However, they also state that AT is more like to 

consume liquidity when it´s cheap, and provide liquidity when it’s expansive, thus smooth-

ing out the provision of liquidity over time. Moreover, they state that AT/HFT firms deliv-

er the best quotes more often than traditional investors. In United States (Brogaard, 2010) 

shows that 26 HFT firms are the providers of the best quotes in 65% of the time.   
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2.6.2 Price formation 

 

When it comes to evidence of AT and HFT impact on price formation the results are am-

biguous. Hendershott and Riordan (2009) find that AT/HFT contributes more to price dis-

covery than ordinary investors. Brogaard (2010) also support their evidence but adds to the 

content that AT/HFT positively contributes to price discover but not in the long run.  

Research in foreign markets such as, Chaboud et al (2009) find that traditional investors 

contribute more to price discovery then AT are. In the long run, Zhang (2010) finds that 

HFT does not improve price discovery when using quarterly data and that is instead sup-

ports prices to overreact to news containing fundamental information on the prices.    

Brogaard, (2010) conclude that HFT plays and important role in price discovery process 

and price efficiency, In fact, they provide more useful information than non-HFT. Finally 

the authors states that HFT activity either has none or small impact on volatility or tends to 

decrease it (Brogaard, 2010). 

 

2.6.3 Volatility and Financial stability 

 

Studies do not establish a relationship between volatility and AT/HFT in normal times. 

Brogaard (2010) state that HFT is not correlated to volatility and those HFT traders  

continues to supply liquidity when volatility is high. This statement is supported by 

Chaboud et al. (2009) when investigation foregone exchange, Chaboud et al, (2009) found 

that volatility is unrelated to the share of AT in overall activity, or even decrease volatility 

when AT activity rise. However, Zhang (2010) find a positive relationship between HFT 

and volatility when using quarterly data.  

The authors noted that the question of when HFT provides liquidity is equally important as 

if it provides liquidity. During periods of high stress in market, HFTs increase volatility in 

securities market. Kirilenkoe et al. (2010) find evidence that during the flash crash, HFT 

firms competed for liquidity and created a hot potato effect that increased volatility in the 

futures market.  
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Easley, lopes de Prado and O`Hara (2011) further stressed that liquidity differences may 

been a result from the emergence of HFT and of the concentration of trading and the con-

nection of trading strategies, which in turn may come with risks to financial stability. 

Brogaard (2010) notes that high frequency trading seems to be less likely to provide liquid-

ity during more volatile periods. However, Brogaard (2010) notes that when extreme indi-

cations causes’ volatility, such as, sell signals and under events like Lehman brothers,  

high frequency traders seems to be the providers of liquidity to the markets (Johansson, N. 

2012). Brogaard (2010) investigated specifically high frequency trading impact on markets 

quality. Brogaard (2010) analyzed unique data set to examine the profitability, the strate-

gies operated by HFT, and their connection to the overall market, including price efficien-

cy, volatility and liquidity. The data consisted of all trades made by 120 stocks on the U.S. 

stock exchanges. Brogaard, (2010) realized that HFTs participated in 77% of all the trades, 

finding no evidence suggesting that HFT withdraw from the market in bad times. HFTs 

demanded liquidity for 50, 4% of all trades and supplied liquidity for 51, 4% of all trades 

(Brogaard, 2010). Despite the fact that, HFT were engaged in many of the trade volume, 

Brogaard, (2010) could not state that HFTS seemed to more profitable. The author also 

states that there is no evidence of market abuse such as front running occurring.  

2.6.4 Research on AT/HFTs externalities, market integrity and social 

welfare 

 

One vital aspect of this examination paper is if AT/HFTs strategies and technological ad-

vantages create an unfair trading advantage over ordinary investors. However,  

researches on AT/HFTs externalities on market integrity and social welfare are limited.  

Academic papers show that the change in equity market construction might have  

adverse effects in term of social welfare. 

Aiming at specific types of investors, Biasis et al, (2011) for example, contend that the 

benefits from technological advances in the market must be balanced against the potential 

negative effect it creates for traditional investors who are not able to processing price in-

formation as quick as AT firms. 
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The development of AT/HTF has created opportunities for new forms of market abuse to 

arise, or that existing forms of market abuse will become more widespread.  

Academic papers have raised potential concern of the gap between authorized and  

abusive behavior (Jarrow and Protter. 2011).  

AT/HFT also increases the amount messages and complexity of AT/HFT markets  

information, which makes it difficult for surveillance to identify abusive behavior. It is 

necessary to take costs into consideration when evaluating the overall positive and  

negative welfare effect of AT/HFT on market quality and integrity (ESMA/2011/224). 

2.7 Theory 

2.7.1 Efficient market hypothesis 

Theories regarding the effects of HFT are limited; there are some economic theories which 

highlight the concept of market performance and price discovery.  Here follows a short 

summary of one of them, called the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) 

The efficient markets hypothesis (EMH) asserts that financial markets are informational 

efficient, Stating that in an efficient market, all available information in the market are ful-

ly reflected in current stock prices (Fama, E. 1970).  

“On the average, competition will cause the full effects of new information on intrinsic 

values to be reflected "instantaneously" in actual prices” 

       (E.F. Fama 1965) 

Critics comes from behavioral and psychologist economist who says that EMH relies on 

assumptions regarding human behavior, that is called rationality (AlQatamin, M. 1997). 

There are three broad different types of market hypothesis: 

1) Weak form tests the information subset is just historical  

prices (Fame. E. 1970). Weak for efficiency supporters assert that 

technical analysis cannot be used to outperform the market. In-

stead, fundamental analysis can identify if stocks are over or un-

dervalued (Jensen, M. 1978). 
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2) The Semi-strong Form tests if all public available information in 

the market is fully reflected in current prices (Fama, E. 1970). Public in-

formation is not only past prices, but also company’s financial statement 

and data. The statement behind semi- strong market efficiency is that no 

one should be able to profit using something everybody else knows (Clark 

el at. 2001). 

3) The strong form tests whether available information is fully re-

flected in prices in the sense that no individual trader can outperform the 

market and achieve higher trading profits than other (Fama, E 1970).  Stat-

ing that, both public and private information are accounted in stock prices 

and not even inside information can be used as an advantage.   

One of the most common deviations from the EMH is over and under reaction to new in-

formation; investors do not always behave in reasonable proportion to the new  

information. For example, in some cases investors may exaggerate to performance,  

buying stocks which seem to be on a hot streak, or selling stocks that have lately  

experienced huge losses. Overreaction tends to push prices to unfair or rational market 

values levels (Andrew, W. 2007). HFT contributes to market efficiency, high frequency 

trader take actions of price inconsistency and arbitrages any inconsistency away (Brogaard 

el at. 2012). Many assume that a narrow spread means the market is working more effi-

ciently. Without HFT traders that takes advantage of market inefficiencies, there would be 

a bigger bid/ask spread. Consequently, investors would be less satisfied with the prices 

they receive when trading (Brogaard el at. 2012).  

 

2.7.2 Trust Behavior Theory 

 

Stout`s (2009) empirical study concludes that humans despite their own interest tend to 

trust the other investors, for example, in the financial market. Stout further states that trust 

extensively influence the investment decision in the financial markets. Thus, confidence in 

the security market is of significant importance. Stout (2009) also made a trust game in 

order to evaluate the confidence individuals had in financial markets.   
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Stout state that the majority of humans have confidence for their family, other investors 

and also computers and institutions on markets. However the confidence is heavily influ-

enced by earlier experience on markets according to Stout (2009). 

These conclusions can be applied on financial market and explain how confidence affect 

decision and the importance of trust between investors. For example the emergence of eco-

nomic bubbles, in periods when prices of an asset rises far above what seems justified by 

economic fundamentals, instead focusing on history and trusting investors relies on history 

assuming  the trend to continue (Stout, 2002).  Even the most sophisticated investors can 

be deceived because of their confidence in other investors based on previous experience 

rather the on the circumstances. Moreover, investors’ confidence is higher in fully regulat-

ed markets with legal control and deposit guarantees then on less regulated.  People have 

always known that trust can explain investor’s behavior and some investors may take ad-

vantage of that (Stout, 2002). Tu et al (2009) analyze the relation between trust, market 

participation and economic outcome. The authors state in the absence to trust that investors 

must protect themselves against moral hazard and manipulations through costly initiatives 

such as monitoring and supervisions. It is of significant importance to evaluate which fac-

tors that contributes to different levels of trust and to stimulate them in order to restore 

confidences in market. Ernst (2009) investigates this further and uses a biological perspec-

tive and defines trust as a behavior. According to Ernst (2009) theory, the concept of trust 

does not only cover risk preferences but also social preferences and betrayal aversion, 

which both play a significant role in confidence level (Ernst, 2009).   

 

Betrayal aversion means that when an individual feels exploited or cheated, will have 

negative consequences on trust which in turn will decrease the number of participators in 

the market. This supports stouts theory of earlier experiences and backs the theory of is an 

individual gets exploited or cheated; he or she will probably forgo investment nest time. 

Another interesting article is Guiso et al, (2008) with title trusting the stock market. The 

authors state that before an investment in shares is made, the investor need to get an idea of 

potential return, but also how reliable the information is, which is mainly based on confi-

dence in the market and the financial systems. When the confidence in markets are high, 

investors are more willing to trade and take on higher levels of risk which all contributed to 

a well-organized trading environment (Guiso et al, 2008).   
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Carlin et al, (2009) identified two aspects regarding questions of how confidence, invest-

ment together with economic development change in an environment signified of public 

regulations and social networks. The first aspect is the investors ability to trust other partic-

ipants, called develop trust which emerges from two factors; cultural and legal. In decision 

making process the investors used these two factors as a base of trust. The legal trust rises 

from regulations made by authorities and ensures that agents fulfill their commitments to 

investors. 

The second aspect refers to public trust based on confidence that is based on the regulatory 

mechanisms. The aim of these regulations is to protect the interest of investors and in situa-

tions of inadequate regulation by the state becomes significant importance for the confi-

dence of the market and for traders (Carlin et al, 2009).   
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3 International Regulations 

 

In the following chapter, I describe how algorithmic trading and high frequency trading 

are regulated by the European Commission (EC), the European Security and Market 

Authority (ESMA) and the directives by the Market in Financial Instrument Directive 

(MiFID). This chapter will also highlight the proposed directives and regulations target-

ing AT and HFT released the 20 October, 2010 in Brussel by the EC.   

 

Regulatory initiatives on manipulative trading practices  

The markets have change rapidly on a worldwide scale recent years, an increasing  

automated order systems is one of the main shifts. U.S. and European securities regulators 

have tried to adjust their current regulations to better suit market abuse. The European 

Commission (EC) adopted new market abuse regulations (MAR) in October, 2011, which 

replaced the Market abuse directive from 2003. The market abuse regulations recognized 

that the existing regulations on market manipulation were very broad and capable to apply 

on abusive behavior (Solomon, M. 2012). However, they decided to determine suitable 

specific examples in the new MAR of strategies using HFT and AT that falls within the 

proscription against market manipulation and market abuse. In order ensure a consistent 

approach in monitoring and implementation by regulatory authorities, article 8 of the mar-

ket access regulation (MAR) exemplify a thorough list of techniques that could be used to 

manipulate and abuse the market, including sending order to a market place without the 

intension to actually trade, but instead for the purpose of 

 Delaying or disrupting the operational of the trading system of the trading ven-

ue. 

 Making it more difficult for other investors to identify real orders on the trading 

system of the trading venue; or 

 Creating a misleading or false impression regarding the supply of or demand for 

a financial instrument. 

(Source: Solomon, M. 2012) 
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The European Securities and markets Authority (ESMA) highlighted in December, 2011 in 

its guidelines regarding systems and controls, a list of possible cases of market manipula-

tion that could be of vital concern in an automated trading place. (Solomon, M. 2012). 

 

3.1  EU Regulations 

 

The European security and Market Authority (ESMA) released a so called, consultation 

paper in 2011. The consulting paper states several guidelines on systems and controls in a 

developed automated trading environment for all trading venues, all investment firms and 

all nations competent authorities. (ESMA/2011/224). The questions about HFT and algo-

rithmic trading have been highlighted on European level during recent years and this con-

sulting paper is of interest of regulatory markets and trading facilities, investment firms 

executing orders on behalf of clients, particularly when business models including auto-

mated trading or provides direct market access the their clients, as well as HFT traders in-

directly or directly accessing European markets.  

On page 53 ESMA state that the development of AT and direct access to market places is 

perceived to have created risk to the following regulatory objectives: 

Investors protection: Investor may take external risks that they are not aware of when trad-

ing in a market relying on AT. More generally, market stability and integrity may have 

consequences for them if the AT doubtfully interacts with the market  (ESMA/2011/224). 

Market integrity: insufficient protection of abusive behavior and fraud may decrease the 

number of participant in the market by weakening their confidence that they will be equal-

ly treated when using markets (ESMA/2011/224). If the trading activity decreases it may 

lead to higher transaction costs on secondary markets, which in turn could increase the cost 

of raising capital through financial instruments on European markets.  

Financial stability: Disturbance of secondary market has consequences on the providing of 

liquidity and the forming of public prices. This may lead to problem for individual institu-

tions and might cause moments of stress in financial markets with consequences for the 

functioning of intermediaries in the financial market as a whole (ESMA/2011/224).   
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3.1.1 MIFID Regulation 

 

Market in Financial Instruments Directive, MiFID, was implemented in Swedish law in 

2007 and replaced the existing investment Service Directive (ISD) from 1993.  The new 

directive was designed to enable increase level cross- broader transactions, and after im-

plementation, would enable trading throughout the European Union (EU) to become more 

efficient, cheaper and quicker and will offer greater protection to investors (Karande. 

2007).   

 

MiFID will set a broad regulatory system, implement high standards and include com-

modity derivatives. It will therefore generated greater harmonization of European laws and 

induce capital market integration in the EU (Karande.2007).   

The goal of the directives is to guarantee that intermediaries and investors can connect 

feely with clines in other EU areas (including Norway, Switzerland and Lichtenstein) on 

same terms and conditions as in their home country. Issuers should be able to trade at 

deeper and more liquid markets with lower transaction costa and spread as well as cost of 

raising capital (Karande. 2007).   

The implementation of MiFID was important, if not critical, for the occurrence of HFT and 

algorithmic trading. Debates and research within the EU-Commission aims to  

determine whether MiFID need to be completed and also if there are reasons to expand 

regulations because of developments in financial markets. It should be noted that a  

review of MiFID was already planned when it were introduced in 2007, and is therefore 

not a reaction of events and development after 2007 (Johansson, N.  2012). 

 

3.1.2 MIFID II Regulation 

 

The management and control of algorithmic trading and high frequency trading is new in 

the commission’s proposal of revision of MiFID,  the proposal consists of two part, first a 

proposal of modify directives and, second, a regulatory framework, both were  

released the 20 October, 2010 in Brussels by the European Commission.  
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The primary objective has been to further the competitiveness, integration and efficiency 

of European financial markets. It enables a wide free competition between traditional ex-

changes and alternative venues, and eliminates the opportunity for nations within EU to 

entail all trading in financial instrument to take place on specific venues. Further the com-

mission states that the increased technological advances have increased the speed and 

complexity of how investors trade.  

These technological improvements has implied advantages in general meaning through 

higher participation, higher liquidity, a smaller spread, lower short-time volatility and in-

creased possibility of order execution. However, the commission also notes that the tech-

nology also raises some concerns; such as higher pressure of systems, risk of  

incorrect order placement (Market abuse) which in turn may lead to turbulence market 

conditions.  The commission also believes that algorithmic trading can give rise to over 

reaction to market events, which increases volatility and if it’s abused, can lead to  

impropriate market fluctuations.  

 

The commission believes that these problems are best tackled through measures  

directed at both active companies and against the regulated marketplaces at which they 

operate. Hence, the commission suggests that company active in high frequency trading or 

investors using HFT should be under supervision if they have direct access to a market-

place. This technological development in exchange places both creates challenges and  

opportunities, which has led to a more efficiency market and the generally opinion is that 

liquidity has increased, regulatory and supervisory measures is of significant importance 

in order to successfully deal with potential threats for the functioning of market arising 

from algorithmic trading and high frequency trading (EU-proposal, 2010).  

In generally, the proposal aim to bring all investors engaged in HFT into MiFID, and re-

quiring suitable safeguards from these companies and those offering access to other high 

frequency traders, and demand venues to implement risk control to make sure the resilien-

cy of their platforms. Further, the proposal also aim to assist the monitoring and oversight 

of such activates by competent authorities. 
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The proposed directives for actors using algorithmic trading are relatively extensive. Ini-

tially suggesting that companies active in algorithmic trading have to use effective systems 

and some sort of risk control, to ensure that the system have sufficient capacity and resili-

ence to deal with peak orders and condition of market stress.  

Furthermore, the system need to have circuit breaker and limits to make sure that algorith-

mic trading system cannot contribute or create to disorderly trading circumstances to mar-

kets including systems to limit the ration of unexecuted orders to transactions that may be 

entered by a member or participant (Article 51, EU commission, 2010).  In addition to this, 

the companies shall ensure that their systems cannot be used in a way of market manipula-

tive activity or for violation of the rules regarding participation in trade at market places.  

Finally, the commission states that companies shall have contingency measures available 

to tackle failures of the system and that the system beyond this will be adequate tested and 

supervised.    

Articles 17 in the proposed directives is one of the most comprehensive articles and is spe-

cifically regarding algorithmic trading. 

An investment firm that participates in algorithmic trading shall at least once a year pro-

vide to their nations home Competent Authority an extensive description on their AT strat-

egies, details regarding trading constraints or limits to which the system is subject (Article 

17 (2) EU-commission, 2010), the key compliance and risk controls that make sure the 

condition are fulfilled and details of performed system tests. The home competent authori-

ty can at any time in-between request further information about the system used for trading 

and about an investment firms trading strategies. 

An investment firm that also acts as a cleaning member for other investors shall have en-

sure that cleaning services are only useful to persons who are seen as appropriate and meet 

proposed standards, further the firms shall also make sure that appropriate requirement are 

imposed on those investors in order to reduce risk to both the investment firm and the mar-

ket. The investment firms shall further have in place effective systems and make sure that 

they have written binding agreements between the investor and the company concerning 

vital rights and responsibilities arising from the providing of that service (Article 17 (5) 

EU-commission, 2010).   
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The investment firm are obligated to make sure that the firm and investor retains responsi-

bility for that the traders using that service achieves the requirement of this instructions, 

the regulation (EU) (MAR) and also the rules of the exchange.  

An AT strategy shall be operating throughout all the hours of the trading venue to which it 

sends order to or the system which performs the transactions. The constraints or limits of 

an AT strategy shall make sure that the strategy provides competitive prices with the result 

of supplying liquidity on an constant basis to the venues at all times, notwithstanding cur-

rent market conditions. 

In article 17 (4) the commission further state that an investment firms that delivers  

direct electronic access to a trading venues need to have controls and effective systems 

which confirm the suitability of the investor using the servicer, preventing the investor to 

exceeding suitable trading and credit thresholds, that the investor using the services are is 

correctly supervised and that suitable risk controls prevent abusive trading that may gener-

ate unnecessary risk for the investment firm itself and which may contribute to disorderly 

market or are against rules of the venue. As mentioned above the commission believes that 

these problems are most efficiently tackled through measures against both active firms and 

against  

 regulated marketplaces at which they operate. An extended responsibility have been im-

pose on the algorithmic trader interaction with market, thus the proposal also aims to im-

pose restrictions on marketplaces as well.  

In Article 51 the commission poses different points regarding member states regarding 

systems resilience, circuit breakers and electronic trading. The first point state that all Eu-

ropean Union member states shall require a well regulated market to have in place suitable 

systems, arrangements and procedures to make sure its trading systems are strong, and 

have satisfactory capacity to deal with high volumes of order and message volumes and are 

able to ensure, that under condition of market stress an well orderly trading environment 

exist (Article 51 (1) EU commission, 2010). Further all member states shall have in place 

suitable systems, arrangements and procedure in order to make sure that AT cannot create 

or contribute to disorganized trading circumstances (Article 51 (2) EU commission, 2010).  

A regulated market that supplies direct electronic access shall have suitable systems to 

make sure that investors and members are only allowed to offer services if they are an offi-
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cial investment firm. The investment firms have to be under this directive, make sure that 

suitable criteria are met concerning the appropriateness of investor who have access and 

that the member or investor retains responsibility for order executed (Article 51 (3, 4), EU-

Commission, 2010). 

The commission also states that upon demand from the competent authority a regulated 

market shall make order book available or give the competent authority access availability 

in order to be able to monitor the trading.   

The directives of the so called OTF (organized trading facilities) are new directives to the 

MIFID. OTF is a trading platform which is more or less the same as all the other, except 

one vital aspect. The organization of the platform has the right to determine who will be 

admitted to trade (Johansson, N. 2012). With the constraint that such trade will take place 

on competitively neutral terms. Also, the one who executes trade may not be able to trade 

it against his own stocks, since OTF cannot have any connection with other OTF whereby 

terminates the possibility of orders can be made against each other. 

The directive for OTF will also be applicable for the present crossing Networks and dark 

pools. Another significant detail of the directive is that the supplicant for an OTF market 

needs to declare why the trade cannot be executed on a regulated market venue or a MTF 

(Johansson, N. 2012). 
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4 Research Method  

 

To investigate and understand the meaning of algorithmic trading in Swedish market, 

which is the objective of this thesis, a survey is used to obtain further information regard-

ing fairness, ethics and responsibility in Swedish markets, questions about new regulations 

and integration in markets will also be used. A qualitative research method through an E-

mail-based questionnaire is applied in order to give the participators an opportunity to 

freely discuss and analyze the questions as much as they wish. In this research the opinions 

and the responses from participators in the survey will be the content of my empirical in-

formation. 

4.1 Identifying suitable contacts 

 

In order to identify a number of suitable organization that matches my criteria for the types 

of business that I wish to include in this research, I contacted the Swedish financial institu-

tions (FI) and ask for contact list for all firms that participated in the report made by FI 

during 2011 (See 2.5). In some cases the contacts that I received were direct too the partic-

ipator in the report made in 2011 (see, 2.5). In some firms their shifting organizational 

structure made it difficult to track down the most appropriated employee to contact. First I 

made a direct approach through telephone to all firms before deciding how were the most 

suitable persons in relation to my specific research (Saunders et al, 2012). My objective of 

making a direct request through telephone was to make it harder for them to turn me down, 

than through a non-personal contact as E-mail. All my responders are either head of com-

pliance, head of capital market or a stockbroker on their respective firm, so I am satisfied 

with the competence of my participators. All my responder`s business differs slightly, by 

capture the different aspects of their situation and views enable me to find differences of 

interest but also common factors. The common factors are that they all have contact with 

regulations on exchanges, and trades on stock exchanges on a daily basis. 
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4.2  Questionnaire design and structure  

 

In my research I used a self-completed internet based questionnaire were the respondents 

are the one to complete the questionnaires. This kind of questionnaire design are common-

ly used for descriptive or explanatory research, and in my case for both (Saunders et al,), 

the objective behind my choice of research design is to make sure that I reach out to a par-

ticular person as respondent and the objective of a self-administrated open ended question 

is to give the respondent an chance to analyses and answer in a suitable way for each cho-

sen firm. 

When structuring my questionnaire I needed to be clear and define precisely what data I 

wanted to collect. I choose to have 4 main parts of my questionnaire to give them a clear 

and consistent picture of what specific subject related to those specific questions (see ap-

pendix). Since there are many factors too take into consideration when investigating how 

ting automated trading systems should work on financial stock markets, all part had an title 

to show the responder in what way he or she should interpret the questions, this were made 

in order to make sure that my questionnaire actually represents the reality of what I were 

measuring (Saunders et al, 2012).  

4.3 Delivering and collection the questionnaires  

 

In an attempt to maximize my response rate I have taken some actions, First I made sure 

that my questionnaire were well designed and well-structured to give the participator a 

seriously impression, second, I decided from the beginning two have a total of five con-

tacts with my participators in order to make them feel important and to show my gratitude. 

First contact were med by telephone, short information were given and they had their 

chance to ask me thing as well, second contact were a pre-survey mail, thanking them and 

some short facts about the timeframe and some guidelines in how to fill in the question-

naire, third contact were made through email with the actually questionnaire attracted and 

my contact number if any further questions were raised, the forth contact were made after 

one week after they received the questionnaire and thanked early respondents and encour-

age non-respondents to fill in the questionnaire, a last contact with the results from the 

questionnaire. All does steps are in order to support and encourage them to fill in the ques-

tionnaire and contribute to my research. 
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4.4  Method Critic  

 

Since my research method where an e-mail based questionnaire with open ended question 

a lot of pressure were put on the respondents in order to give me good and valid infor-

mation, this turned out to be a great method, since a majority of the respondents analyzed 

all questions to large extent. However, the persons I choose to contact needed to be of sig-

nificant importance and be able to contribute to my specific research questions. Despite my 

ambitious five contacts with encouragements many of my respondent to large extend ig-

nore my emails, this is advantage of not having a face to face interview were I receive the 

answers straight away. The possibility of the respondent to only make short answers were 

also a negative effect of the use of an E-mail based questionnaire, however, the majority of 

the respondent did analyzed and answers my questions in a trustworthy way. The problem 

of bias always is always present, interview bias is when the respondents choose to not an-

swer in a trust fully way, instead the respondents might give a picture of the situation in a 

negative or positive fashion. All my respondents have daily interference with HFT and AT 

and therefore them all seen suitable for my research. However bias always exist, but in my 

research the respondent have separated opinions related to HFT so I believe that bias have 

not influenced the final result to significant extent. 
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4.5 Respondent profiles 

 

Respondent 1: Compliance Officer currently working at one of the largest investments firm 

in Sweden. Have worked with regulatory questions related to the Swedish stock exchange 

since 1989. 

Respondent 2: Compliance officer currently working on one of Sweden largest and oldest 

banks. 

Respondents 3: Head of Capital Markets at one of Sweden largest brokerage and banking 

institutions.  

Respondent 4: Compliance Officer at Sweden’s largest online broker bank. 

Respondent 5: Head of Legal & Compliance at one of Sweden oldest private banks. 

Respondent 6: Equity Trader at a Swedish occupation pensions specialist’s institution.  

Respondent 7: Compliance Consultant at a Swedish firms that supplies and develop tech-

nological trading systems and algorithms.  
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5 Empirical results  

 

In The following section I will present the actual findings from my questionnaire, with 

short comments after every question, a more throughout analysis will be done in next chap-

ter. 

5.1 Summary of the responses 

 

I will here present the most important questions for my purpose and thesis, for full original 

questionaries’ answer please contacts the author. 

One interesting finding, before starting to present the main finding is that only 5/7 of the 

respondent firm uses algorithmic trading, however two of the other firm stated that they 

have liquidated their algorithmic trading activity during 2012. 

Part A) Swedish Market  

Do you believe that market manipulating strategies related to algorithmic trading and high 

frequency trading are present on Swedish Market?  

On this question all the participators had the same opinions, the common factor was that all 

answered that market manipulating strategies are present on Swedish markets, but, it’s hard 

to blame and link it specifically to HFT or AT. 

A respondent who works as head of capital market on one of Sweden largest online broker 

firm answered that: we know that some institutions have used market strategies that have 

been harmful to the price formation in the markets. Exchanges and MTF`s have taken ac-

tions against this, but they have to do more, the hard part is to apply the right tools to find 

the culprits. There has been a lack of both expertise and resources to prevent this.  

Another respondent answered that: this question is difficult to answer. There are behaviors 

that are perceived by many to be at the crossroads. However to claim that it is exclusively 

to mislead the market is difficult to find evidence for. 
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Do you assume that traditional investors are being put in an unfavorable against firms that 

uses algorithmic trading and high frequency trading? (From a competitive perspective) 

On this question many of the participators hade problems to answer with just yes or no, but 

5 of the total of 7 participators answered yes and the last two said: hard to say but possible. 

One firm analyzed it further by saying that HFT trade has largely increased liquidity and 

tightened together spreads which is favorable for traditional investors. However, day trad-

ers with different strategies have taken a hard hit when HFT came into the picture. Say that 

day traders and HFT firms have basically that same strategy, which is common, then the 

trader always are second and fail most likely. Many traders have been forced to change 

strategies or actual started developing automated trading strategies themselves. 

The stockbroker added that if: traditional investors do not use the same strategies as HFT 

and AT, they are for sure put in an unfavorable position. But, he also stated that almost all 

investors uses algorithmic trading nowadays, whether or not they are aware of it, through 

direct market access that bank provide to their clients and through the traditional telephone 

trading, the manual trading are largely out of the game.      

Do you think that you company need to update your systems to keep up with an even more 

developed and automated trading environment? 

On this question the entire respondent answered that the need to update their systems. One 

firm added to the sense that investments in technology infrastructure has increased signifi-

cantly over the past 3-5 years, due to the increased amount of traffic (number of messages) 

that runs through marketplaces every day. We and all other must constantly update and 

invest in order to keep pace with development. 

Part B) Ethical Aspects  

What ethical aspects affect your firms and your individual decisions in the stock market? 

Two of the firms stated that they didn’t have an opinion or were unable to answer this 

question, The other three firmed hade all interesting answers: One answered to always con-

tribute to a well working security market in all situations, counter market abuse and report 

it, and following new rules and regulations.  
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Another answered: to follow rules and market practice and otherwise behave in a way so 

that confidence in market and the bank maintains. One investment bank answered that if 

high frequency trading, for the institutions own account, might interfere with their costum-

er trade. Although it cannot be proved in each case it is obviously problematic in the insti-

tutions client feel cheated by the institutions own AT /HFT robots. 

What regulations on the automated trading is present and what do you think is missing in 

the Swedish stock market? 

All of the firms answered to follow ESMA guidelines on automated trading and a majority 

of the firms also added other regulations such as MiFID and MAD, All of the firms how-

ever added that it’s harder to say what is missing. 

Critics came from a majority of the responders, that the restriction are to general and leave 

to much space for interpretation and that FI has said nothing other than that rules apply to 

Swedish institutions. Another fills in that the Market monitoring has weak control over 

market manipulations that can be archived though algorithmic trading and HFT, but that a 

review of these rules is in progress. On firm developed this further and stated that there is 

an order/trade ratio limit (1/250) applied to NOMX, in order to decrease the number of 

orders that don’t get executed. It’s a good thought, but with weak effects. Much is manual-

ly monitored and more resources are needed to reach all the way. The stockbroker an-

swered that he didn’t know if there were any restrictions. Larger spread and only one ex-

change place should prevent the problems related to automated computer trading.  

Comments: One this questions all of the respondent state that they have regulation and 

guidelines to follow but that they are not working in a way that it should, it leave to oppor-

tunities in the crossroad for HFT/AT trader to take advantage of through market manipula-

tive strategies.   
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Do you perceive it to be problematic that traditional investors are put in an unfavorable 

position against the automated traders (HFT) through a competitive perspective? What is 

needed to be done in order for traditional investors to not being put in an unfavorable po-

sition against the automated traders through a competitive perspective? 

One stated that it is a problem since not all investors on market are treated similar. The 

consequences of this are that small private equity holders leave the market, which is unfa-

vorable for institutes focusing on such costume base. Not clear about what is needed to be 

done beyond the guidelines; however we to de facto establish that traditional investors are 

being put in an unfavorable position.  

In general it can be said that exchanges need to offer anyone who wants to (and meet cer-

tain requirements) the same conditions, for example in terms of so called co-location, 

meaning that HFT traders placing their serves at the stock exchange in order to shorten 

communication time to the exchange. A third one added to the sense that current market 

structure and regulatory framework necessarily leads to a fragmented trade. The traditional 

manual brokerage role is difficult to reconcile with modern trading, it is more a question of 

competitive issue than an issue of equality.   

One stated that retail flow ALWAYS must be rewarded in front of HFT flow, without real 

order the HFT is dead. We need to make sure that there is no obvious benefits to use HFT 

comparing against retail, it’s all about pricing and co-location, etc.  

The stockbroker answered that HFT is crap, they cut out part of the market and the liquidi-

ty they claimed to provide to the market is not real. It may serve small privet investors 

through a smaller spread and better executions. HFTs name says it all; it is like a parasite 

that utilizes an imperfection in the current market system. HFT support large market 

swings and contributes to anxious and instable market conditions. MiFID has created new 

markets and large amount have been invested in development and technologies, to what 

good? Actually, he ended. 

Comments: These questions were really complex and many firm developed their question 

into long explanations. But all of these companies however stated that there is problem 

linked with competition at exchanges and that the problem at hand needs to be further ana-

lyzed in order to bring more clarity in how, when and why traditional investors are being 

put in unfavorable positions.     
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Do you think companies should have responsibility against traditional investors who suf-

fers from market manipulation strategies related to algorithmic and high frequency trad-

ing? 

On this question all of the respondents answered that they think that firms should take re-

sponsibility against traditional investors, but that we once again need to de facto establish 

that they are being put in an unfavorable position. One person stated that it is in everyone’s 

own interest that the exchanges work sufficiently for all market participants. Other say that 

it is the firm’s clients who are suffering, so the question is who should take responsibility 

for it, it will be a lot on the responsible account manager to handle.   

The compliance officer at one of the largest bank in Sweden answered that we should and 

that we already do, partly as a result of the requirements of institutions, and party because 

the institutions themselves of trust otherwise need to take the responsibility. 

The compliance officer at the investment bank analyzed this problem based on current law, 

stating that, a client suffer because someone else had committed some form of market 

abuse are not usually replaced because it almost impossible to link, the damage to the actu-

al market abuse. However, the one who committed the abuse are punished and any win-

nings forfeited. 

Comments: There is a clear willingness to take responsibility, but harder to actually decide 

who that person is that should take responsibility. Once again the supervision and monitor-

ing of exchanges are being questioned, and failing to prevent market abuse and are not able 

to find who actually made the damage and should take responsibility for it, due to complex 

strategies and algorithmic practice. 
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Part C)  MiFID  

What is your general opinion about the MiFID directives, do you think they have   

managed to strengthen competitive equality, integration and efficiency in the financial 

market? 

The compliance manager at the investment bank answered that: sure you can say that com-

petition between, for example, market places and exchanges have strengthened, other also 

might say that it have led to lower transaction costs. However, market participants had to 

make expensively investments in systems and adjustments which of course cost money in 

the end. That it has become cheaper or better for end-users is probably difficult to prove. In 

several areas, the introduction of MIFID has shown to result in damaging, that it did not 

work as intended. An Example of this is that today it`s not possible to know what the final 

price of a certain stock is because, some shares are traded on a number of venues and that 

there is no requirement on consolidation (consolidated tape). In other areas, the introduc-

tion of MiFID functioned as intended, customer protection rules generally strengthened.  

The stockbroker added that my general view is that MiFID is largely a failure that have 

created more bureaucracy than good and have created a market which is less transparent.  

Other added that MiFID led to increasing fragmentation and that this, together with techno-

logical advances has led to increased competition. The consequences of the directives have 

been costly and challenging in order to make it user-friendly and transparent for private 

investors, which generally have a low awareness of the directives.  

Comments: The consequences of MiFID are many and it’s clear that they need to make 

several reformations in the new MiFID II in order to increase the competitiveness, integra-

tion and efficiency in financial markets.  

Do you think that there is a lack of clear directives on what should be categorized as mar-

ket abuse and market manipulation strategies? 

A majority of the responders believed that there is a lack of directives of what should be 

categorized as market abuse. One state that the legislation has not kept pace in these area, 

and that is one of the reasons why the market abuse rules will be reformed.  

There are several example of behavior that, when the regulations at first were in place, was 

considered as market abuse. But today, with new technology, is widely used and accepted 
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as trading practice. Other say that is a big challenge to define what should be available. 

One says that there is no lack of directive, but there is a lack of tools to prevent it. 

Comments: Opinions concerning the directives are different from person to person, but it is 

clear that the current directives are two weak and that tools to prevent this are missing. 

MiFID II 

In my C part I have 4 questions regarding the new directives that might be implemented 

around the 1 of July, 2014. 

The directives against actors using algorithmic trading are very extensive. Directives sug-

gests that companies active in algorithmic trading shall have effective systems and some 

form of risk control to ensure that the system is robust and has capacity to cope with con-

ditions of high market stress. Do you feel that you meet the requirements? Or are you 

working actively to meet these requirements? 

 

Furthermore, the systems have a "circuit breaker" and restrictions to ensure that algo-

rithmic trading systems can not contribute to disorderly trading conditions. Furthermore, 

companies ensure that their systems cannot be used for market manipulation activities! Do 

you think you meet the requirements? Or are you working actively to meet these require-

ments? 

 

All of the respondents answered that their systems fulfills these requirements and have the 

capacity to handle high levels of market stress. The compliance officer at one of the largest 

investment firms added that they only access algorithmic traders through their smart order 

router (SMO), which are monitored in real time, party manually and through system sup-

ported market supervision. Other state that the don’t have any HFT trade but that they in 

generally are working with risk, pre-trade limitations and validation questions. The stock-

broker added that they continuously working to find the right tools in order to executed 

their trades in best possible way, regarding the directives he answered, that they have an 

team that active works in order for our firm shall be in line with what can be expected 
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The EU-Commission also proposes that all investment companies active in algorithmic 

trading shall annually provide their competent authorities with a comprehensive descrip-

tion of their algorithmic trading strategies, as well as details of the trading parameters and 

constraints of the system. What is your opinion of this? Will it require extra work and ex-

pense? 

 

All of the respondents answered that this will lead to increased cost, but it’s hard to com-

ment until we know the actual details about this. Two firm answered that it will absolutely 

lead to extra cost which in turn will lead to that only the largest player will managed to 

have all the resources necessary to conduct HFT. If this is in line with the intentions of 

MiFID and lead to increased competition might still be questioned.   

Another firm added that it is a good thought, but that various authorities do not have the 

knowledge and competency to in an adequate way interpret the HFT firms trading strate-

gies. It will lead to increased administration and it will take a lot of time to interpret these, 

it’s almost a mission impossible he ended. 

 

One added to the sense that it’s a good thought to manage trades and strategies to achieve 

more control and transparency, but I unfortunately think such a restriction quickly will 

become obsoleted and only create more administration and data. 

 

Part D) High Frequency Trade and Market Confidence  

 

How does high frequency trading effect your firm’s trade and you personally? 

 

4 firms of the total 7 respondents answered in similar way and all stating that the effect are 

relatively small, but that it affects their work sometimes. Sometimes we meet robots as 

counter path when trading at exchanges which might lead to irritation but it is a limited 

effect on the exchange overall. Other mentioned that some of their largest investors have 

been forced to change strategies, when talking about traditional investors the effect has 

been limited as I see it. One added that the amount of order might have been higher if all 

trades were managed manually. 
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All of the respondents however added that HFT have effect the market in different ways, 

one state that the lack of confidence in the market might have been caused by the HFT 

made by robots. One state that if HFT is treated similar to other according to regulations it 

should, if all else equal, increase liquidity, which is good. Another answered that HFT have 

affected the market both negative and positive, it have led to a tighter spread and more 

liquidity, but also in some cases have had improper market manipulation which is a prob-

lem itself and have affect the market badly. 

Robot trading contributes to higher volatility than necessary and increases transaction cost. 

With other word, robot trading negatively affects the opportunity for me to do a good job 

and makes it more expensive to execute trades.    

 

According to the FI "report" on HFT and algorithmic trading 13/14 respondent surveyed 

companies answered that HFT negatively affected the market, but most of them added that 

they are as much debates around HFT as HFT itself that contributed to it. What is your 

opinion of how to reestablish confidence in the market? 

All respondents answered that this is an interesting question with no simple answer; one 

said that the generalized view of HFT is that in negatively affects the market but that there 

is a lack of evidence in order to prove it. The debates have been nuanced and media have 

chosen to highlight prominent individuals, who without any real arguments claiming that 

trade are negative. This has had a major impact. Obviously, more research is needed in the 

area where actors without direct or indirect financial interest would speak. The thing aren’t 

like it always have been doesn’t imply that it is negative, he ended. One firms says that the 

agrees with this conclusion and added that in order to reestablish confidence in the market 

a huge effort of work is needed were all participators on exchange needs to contribute. One 

state that we need to be clear and consistent of what we are talking about, there is a lot of 

misconceptions and generalizations about HFT. The stockbroker added that do not change 

any details, make new directives from the beginning once again and make sure that we will 

have a well functioned market place again. 

Comments: This questions heavily support my view of the current situation in Swedish 

stock exchange, investors fell that if not even the regulations or the competent authorities 

exactly can point out the use and intention of HFT and its impact on market, then it obvi-

ous that people have a lack of faith in current supervision and regulation and moves to oth-

er venues such as dark pools or even might pass on making an investment.  
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What is your opinion of that investor move and choose to trade in Dark Pools in order to 

avoid HFT traders? 

All of the respondents had different opinions of this, but all stated that it a problematic that 

investors moves to dark pools. One states that Dark Pools is a market for large transactions 

in order to avoid market impact and to decrease transaction cost and have been around for 

many years. The change in recent years is that nowadays even small transactions takes 

place in dark pools.  

Theoretically it may erode liquidity in the long run, but one must add to the sense that dark 

pools needs an official market from where they can gather reference prices, in the short run 

it’s not a problem.  

The Head of capital market at one of the larger exchange places in Sweden added and criti-

cized that it is not good from a retail perspective, since we promote transparency in trad-

ing. Another added that Dark Pools are important since it enable us the opportunity to give 

clients their desired volume at the best prices we can located, we don’t turn against Dark 

Pool only to avoid HFT/ATs.  

Comments: Dark Pools are necessary in today financial markets, and fills it purpose well. 

However that people turn to Dark Pools in order to execute small order as well may be 

problematic in the long run. This may be a consequence of the lack of regulations and 

monitoring tool to prevent market abuse strategies and manipulative strategies on other 

market venues.     
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6 Analysis  

 

In this chapter I will further analyze my empirical findings that I presented in previous 

chapter. This analyze part is divided into 4 topics similar to in the empirical results. The 

first one covering the effects on Swedish market, second, discussing around the social re-

sponsibility and ethical aspect will be made, in the third, I will analyses  their views of how 

AT currently are being regulated and what that is missing, and the fourth topic will contain 

an analysis of the robots effects and how to reestablish market confidence.  

Before starting to analyze my finding I would like to say that my view of automated stock 

trading has change during my research, I am still critical, but my view now is a more ob-

jective view of the subject. I still understand why people are being put in an un-favorable 

position and inherently feel threatened by these automated decision-making systems, since 

they make decisions in a fraction of a second and can execute trades that a human are una-

ble to do. But in order to interpret this subject impartially I will also highlight the benefits 

of an automated trading environment.     

Swedish Market 

 

All respondents have noticed that market manipulative strategies are present in the market 

which confirms my early intention of this research, but as I expected, they were not able to 

specifically link it with HFT/AT intentions. Since all answered that manipulative strategies 

are present in Swedish market it may be one of the most important contributors to the lack 

of confidence in today’s financial market. My finding supports Ernst (2009) and Stout 

(2009) theory regarding confidence levels in market and backs the theory that if an indi-

vidual gets exploited or cheated, that individual will probably forgo and investment next 

time. The fact that Exchanges and MTF have taken actions to prevent market abuse and 

market manipulative strategies is a sign that such strategies are currently use at several 

exchanges. The problem is to find the right tools to actually link the trader to the manipula-

tive strategy, there is both a lack of experience and resources to prevent this.   

The question if traditional investors are being to in an unfavorable position were hard to 

answer for many companies, it were clear to me that the respondent finds questions about 

ethical factors and equality in market as sensitive.  
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It is clear once again that it is impossible to de facto prove that traditional investors are 

being put in an unfavorable position, but the fact that one answered that many day traders 

have been forced to change strategies or actual started developing own automated trading 

strategies themselves in order to be competitive supports my intensions that traditional 

investors are competing under different circumstances. This fact, together with that all re-

spondents answered that they need to update their current systems in order to keep up with 

more developed and automated environments, supports Tu et al (2009) analyze assuming 

that investors must protect themselves against moral hazard and manipulations through 

costly initiative and monitoring which in turn itself will lead to a lower level of confidence 

in the market. I believe that my research at hand backs my suspicions that people no longer 

competing at same levels and that the technological development have change how partici-

pators operates in stock markets today. The respondents on the other side know that there 

is a significant problem to restore confidence in markets and find it difficult to discuss 

these questions regarding equality and competitiveness.  

Ethical aspect   

All of the respondents criticized the current restrictions of automated trading claiming that 

it leaves to much space for interpretations and that market monitoring has weak control 

over market manipulations. If this is the view by 6 larger institutions and banks active on 

Swedish stock exchange then there is a significant lack of confidence in the competent 

authorities in Sweden. If authorities are unable to implement proper  restrictions and does 

not have the capacity to fully investigating what HFT intensions are, then why is it legal to 

use? Of course I know that there are several positive aspects of HFT impact on market as 

well, but when it can be used in a way that are unethical against other investors, and au-

thorities are unable to establish what they are doing and what consequences that it creates, 

then I think they should take further actions against HFT. Since there is a lack of resources 

and systems to tie the culprits and link it to the damages it caused to others, then it’s almost 

impossible to decide who should be held responsible for the damages.  If we do not have 

the proper restrictions, are unable to evaluate what they are doing, have a lack of resources 

to prevent it, then how can it be ethical to use HFT strategies when it gives the trader an 

opportunity to exploit and take advantage of traditional investors?  My findings support my 

suspicions again that there are unethical aspects linked to HFT/AT that contributes to un-

fair competition on the stock market. 
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MiFID  

All of the respondents had different opinions regarding the implementation of MiFID and 

its contribution to further the competitiveness, integration and efficiency of European fi-

nancial markets. But it’s clear that they have failed in several areas since it have forced 

excessive investments in systems and adjustments to all market participations, and created 

more administration and bureaucracy on firms than it have relieved. The implementations 

have damage the market in some areas but have also strengthened the competitiveness, 

which is great. However the directives are too weak and tools to prevent HFT abuse are not 

to be seen.   

The EU-commission needs to make several reformations, but that might not come as an 

surprise since the new review MiFID II were al-ready planned when it introduced in 2007. 

The directives and legislations have not kept pace with development and the new directives 

are specifically covering the management and control of algorithmic trading and high fre-

quency trading in the new proposed revision of MiFID.  The problem with HFT and AT 

are at hand so complex and massive that the answer from this section are not that surpris-

ing, the recent years development and shift have changed how investors operate. 

MiFID II  

The questions I ask regarding the new directives that may be mandatory from the 1st of 

June 2014 were in order to see how firms react to the new more extensive monitoring of 

HFT and AT. It can be seen as strange that all of the respondents answered in part A (Swe-

dish market)  that they need to update their current system in order to keep up with an even 

more developed and automated trading environment, and on the questions regarding the 

extensive directive on monitoring and system control they all answered that they fulfill the 

requirements. I am critical to this answers because I believe that they are not able to really 

evaluate to what extend this restrictions will be applied, many of the respondents may not 

even have read the whole proposal and are unable to give adequate answer in a truthful 

way. The fact that the answers are separated once again supports my view of the complexi-

ty and depth in this problem related to the increased development really is. On the question 

that all investment companies active in algorithmic trading annually shall provide a com-

prehensive description of their algorithmic trading strategies and if it in turn would lead to 

extra work and expenses all of the respondents agreed. The results of this will be that only 

the largest player can manage to have all the re-sources to carry out HFT trading.  
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The directives itself is not the problem, the problem at hand is that there once again is a 

lack of the competent authorities’ ability to interpret HFT firm’s strategies, one explains it 

as a mission impossible, and another say that he believes it to quickly become out of date. 

This answer further explains the problem aligned with HFT and AT, one answered that it 

can be a great way to educated the competent authority in new strategies and technology. 

In order to get rid of this problem the competent authority needs to make a significant ef-

fort and a lot of investigations to interpret the strategies, but once they can monitor the 

HFT player, then the confidence may slowly be established. 

High Frequency trade and Market confidence 

All respondents answered that HFT have contributed to the market in different ways, my 

view when I started with my thesis were that HFT always contributed to a negative situa-

tion for traditional investors, that’s not the case, at least not if HFT traders follow the mar-

ket abusive directives (MAD) restriction and guidelines for trading at stock ex-changes. 

HFT have contributed to market efficiency and support the EMH since HFT traders take 

advantage of inconsistence and arbitrages any inconsistency away. That’s one of the ad-

vantage that HFT creates, that’s impossible for a traditional investor to carry out, and it can 

be seen as an advantage in competitiveness. Without any HFT traders the bid/ask spread 

would have been bigger, consequently, investors today are more satisfied with their prices 

they receive when trading, (Brogaard el at. 2012). However, that lack of control and re-

search has made people anxious and the trust in a well-structured stock exchange have tak-

en a hit due to HFT and the debates regarding HFT. There is a lot of misconceptions and 

generalization around HFT that have had a major impact. Obviously, more research is 

needed to done in order to restore confidence, this is not a one man’s work, and all market 

participants have to contribute. The fact that one answered that regulatory authorities needs 

to make new directives and start over from the beginning again clearly support my view of 

the current situation in Swedish stock exchanges. We don’t really know what the effect of 

AT trading and HFT are, and of course this leads to that people feel insecure with a de-

creasing confidence in the market as a result of that.  

When investors feel that if not even the regulations or the competent authorities exactly 

can point out the use and intention of HFT strategies and its impact on market, then it ob-

vious that people have a lack of faith in current supervision and regulation and moves to 

other venues such as dark pools.  
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The whole financial market has a lack of confident at this time, and to evaluate and bring 

clarity of HFT/AT is of significant importance for the EU-commission, ESMA and MAD. 

The new directives and restrictions from the EU-commission is a first step, but I believe 

that the increasing development in technology will enable HFT players to be one step 

ahead, this is not a small problem, and it’s a significant problem for all market participa-

tors. We all need to come together, create a situation of trust with extensive regulation of 

HFT in order to reestablish market confidence.   
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7 Conclusions  

 

Although high frequency trading is commonly viewed as completely negative in public 

discussions, I have noted that not all behaviors attributable to HFT strategies have negative 

impact on market. Various studies find evidence that HFT has in fact led to an overall 

market improvement through tighter spread and more liquidity. Nonetheless, is clear that 

unethical and abusive behaviors exist; being aware of these problems, and adapting proper 

regulations and monitoring tools, are of significant importance. 

I have presented several problems raised by my respondents, including that market manip-

ulative strategies and market abusive activity are present on the Swedish market, that there 

is a lack of faith in competent authorities and that resources and knowledge to interpreting 

HFT strategies is being missing, and this, have in turn damaged the overall confidence in 

the market.  

In addition, I have assessed the view of current and potential regulatory restrictions and 

guidelines. The views of MiFIDs effect have been separated; I have found problems related 

to the inability to create a well-structured and working market. Further my results found 

that the reviewed new MiFID II proposal directive and regulation specifically target algo-

rithmic trading and HFT more extensively may in the future make it harder for HFT traders 

to manipulative and abuse the market. My research is different from the FI report since my 

research target the new MiFID directives and focusing on how to reestablish confidence in 

the market, investigation related to ethics and social responsibility in current financial 

market have also been made. 

If traditional investors are being put in an unfavorable position against HFT may still be 

questioned, more research and knowledge is needed to be done in order gain deeper 

knowledge and understanding. However my results show that several investor’s turns to 

alternative markets or changes strategies to overcome the use of HFT and to stay competi-

tive. The fact that people need to turn to alternative venue support my view that market 

exchange no longer work sufficient and is being separated from its original purpose. HFT 

have led to an overall lack of confidence in the Swedish market, regulations needs to spe-

cific target HFT abuse and manipulation. It is a challenge for authorities to monitor and 

understand HFT strategies and impact on market, more research is needed to be done in 

order to reestablish confidence in the Swedish market. 
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8  Discussion and Further Research 

 

The research presented in this paper used a qualitative research method through and ques-

tionnaire which is the most appropriate method when investigating the current  

situation and the views of people engage in the Swedish stock exchange market.  

The respondents however have had different knowledge related to my specific research 

targeting HFT.   

The different factors and the complexity regarding HFT is extensive, therefore it’s of im-

portance that my respondents were able to in an adequate way give trustful answers. The 

responders found it hard to answer several question for various reasons, my suspicions are 

that they all feel unsecure about HFT and its effect. But it might also be explained by how 

sensitive questions, related to equality and competitiveness, are for large Swedish institu-

tions. My research at hand reflects the complexity of HFT since not even head of compli-

ance of firms believed in the competent authority’s ability to investigate and prevent the 

unethical use of HFT through abusive and manipulative strategies. My Thesis contributes 

to a deep understanding about current situation in the Swedish market, it also enable the 

readers to further understand the problems associated with a more developed and techno-

logically advanced trading environment. Furthermore, it contributed to an understanding of 

HFT effects and the lack of monitoring and supervision in current Swedish market.  

My suggestions for further research is to target a more specific field of todays automated 

trading environment, investigate the different properties one at the time. Human beings in 

an unfavorable position against HFT, but more research is in order to investigate when 

were and how. Also more research on the effect of HFT and education of regulatory au-

thorities is needed in order to interpret HFT strategies and also to be able to find the right 

tool to prevent abusive and manipulator strategies related to HFT, which is of significant 

impotence to reestablish confidence. 

Research related to the effect of alternative venues and the long run effects of the fragmen-

tation in the market is needed, also research in order determine if the liquidity that HFT 

provide is true and if it provides liquidity in all market conditions. The complexity of HFT 

is extensive and I really encourage research within the field in order to contribute to a well 

working stock market in the future. 
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Appendix 1 

Enkätundersökning 

– Högfrekvens och algoritmisk handel på svenska mark-

naden 

Enkätundersökning utförs i syfta att stärka insikten av hur högfrekvenshandel och algo-

ritmisk handel påverkar svenska marknaden, om företag tar något ansvar för att tradit-

ionella investerare lider av orättvisa konkurrensfördelar, vad företag tycker om nya 

MiFID direktiven och vad som krävs för att återfå förtroendet för börsen. Enkätunder-

sökningen ligger till grund för resultatet av undersökarens examensarbete. 

 

Del A,  

Består av 5 stycken kortare ja eller Nej frågor. 

Fråga 1) Använder ert Företag er av Algoritmiska handelsstrategier? (Algorithtmic 

trading)  

Fråga 2) Använder ert företag er av Högfrekvens handel? (High frequency trading) 

Fråga 3) Anser du att Marknadsmanipulerande metoder relaterat till algoritmisk han-

del och högfrekvenshandel är närvarande på svenska marknader?(Får utvecklas mer än 

ja eller nej) 

Fråga 4) anser du att traditionella investerare sätts i en mindre gynnsam position 

gentemot företag som använder algoritmisk handel eller högfrekvenskhandel?(Får ut-

vecklas mer än ja eller nej)  

Fråga 5) Anser du att ert företag behöver uppdatera ert system för att hänga med i en 

allt mer utvecklad och automatiserad handelsmiljö?        
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Del B, 

 

Består av 5 stycken kortsvarsfrågor. (vänligen utveckla svaren något) 

 
Etiska aspekter  

 
Fråga 1) vilka etiska aspekter påverka verksamhetens och dina enskilda beslut på akti-

emarknaden?  

Fråga 2) Vilka regleringar på den automatiserade handels finns och vad anser du sak-

nas på svenska aktiemarknaden? 

Fråga 3) Vilka etiska skillnader kan du differentiera mellan dig själv och en program-

merad aktierobot? 

Fråga 4) Tycker du att det är problematiskt att traditionella investerare sätts i en oför-

delaktid position mot den automatiserade handel (HFT) ur ett konkurrensmässigt per-

spektiv? Vad bör förändras för att traditionella investera inte skall blir satt i en oför-

delaktig position gentemot den automatiserade handeln ur ett konkurrensmässigt per-

spektiv?     

Fråga 5) Tycker du företag bör ta ansvar mot traditionella investerare som lider av 

marknadsmanipulerande strategier som föreknippas med algoritmisk handel och hög-

frekvenshandel?  

 

Del C.  

MiFID,  

(Generella åsikter och företagets omfattning av direktiven)    

Fråga 1) vad är din generella åsikt om MiFID direktiven, anser du att dem lyckats 

stärka konkurrenskraftigheten, integrationen och effektiviteten på finansmarknaden? 

Fråga 2) tycker du att det saknas klara direktiv om vad som skall kategoriseras som 

”market abuse” och marknadsmanipulerande strategier? 

Fråga 3 – 6 gäller specifikt synpunkter gällande förslaget om nya direktiv och regle-

ringar som lades fram den 20 oktober 2010 i Bryssel. 

Fråga 3) EU-kommission noterar att en allt mer automatiserade och tekniskt krävande 

handelsplatsen ökar trycket på systemen, att risken för felaktigt utförda order ökar och 

att detta i sin tur leder till turbulenta marknadsförhållanden. Vad är er åsikt om detta?  

Fråga 4) Direktiven mot aktörer som använder algoritmisk handel är väldigt omfat-

tande. Direktiven föreslår att företag aktiva i algoritmisk handel skall ha effektiva sy-

stem samt någon form av risk kontroll för att säkerställa att systemet är tillräckligt ro-

bust och har kapasitet att klara av förhållanden av hög marknad stress. Anser du att ni 

uppfyller kraven? Eller arbetar ni aktivt för att uppfylla dessa krav?  
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Fråga 5) Vidare ska systemen ha ”circuit breaker” och begränsningar för att säker-

ställa att algoritmiska trading system inte kan bidra till ett oordnade handels förhållan-

den. Vidare skall företagen säkerställa att deras system inte kan användas till mark-

nadsmanipulerande aktiviteter! Anser ni att ni uppfyller kraven? Eller arbetar ni aktivt 

för att uppfylla dessa krav?     

Fråga 6) EU-kommissionen föreslår också att alla investment företag aktiva i algorit-

misk trading skall årligen tillgodose sin behöriga myndighet med en omfattande be-

skrivning av sina algoritmiska handelsstrategier samt detaljer angående trading para-

meters och begräsningar av systemet. Vad är er åsikt om detta? Kommer det medför ex-

tra arbete och kostnader?     

 

Del D,  

Högfrekvens handel och algoritmisk handels påverkan på marknaden. 

Består av 5 stycken kortsvarsfrågor. (vänligen utveckla svaren något) 

 

Fråga 1) Hur påverkar robothandel ert företags handel och dig personligen? 

Fråga 2) Hur påverkar robothandeln marknaden?  

Fråga 3) Enligt finansinspektionen ”rapport” om högfrekvenshandel och algoritmisk 

handel så svarade 13/14 tillfrågade företag att högfrekvenshandel negativt påverkat 

marknaden, men flertalet av företagen tillade att de är lika mycket debatterna om hög-

frekvenshandel som högfrekvenshandel själv som bidragit till det. Vad är din åsikt och 

hur ska man få tillbaka förtroendet för marknaden? 

Fråga 4) Vad är din generella åsikt om att investerar väljer att handla i ”Dark Pools”? 

 

 

Profil  

Namn: 

Ålder: 

Utbildning: 

Yrke: 

Erfarenheter:  

Vill du att enkätens ska behandlas med anonymitet? 

 

Tack för din medverkan!  

 



 Appendix 
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Appendix 2 

Quote Stuffing Example: 1) Capital & Counties Properties PLC, 13th July, 2012 

Quote Stuffing Example: 2), Daimler AG 13th July, 2012 

 


